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ON BRANCH POINTS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAPPINGS
WITH UNBOUNDED CHARACTERISTIC OF QUASICONFORMALITY
E.A. Sevost’yanov UDC 517.5
For open discrete mappings f WD n fbg ! R3 of a domain D  R3 satisfying relatively general
geometric conditions in D n fbg and having an essential singularity at a point b 2 R3; we prove the
following statement: Let a point y0 belong to R3 n f .D n fbg/ and let the inner dilatation KI .x; f /
and outer dilatation KO .x; f / of the mapping f at the point x satisfy certain conditions. Let Bf
denote the set of branch points of the mapping f: Then, for an arbitrary neighborhood V of the point
y0; the set V \f .Bf / cannot be contained in a set A such that g.A/ D I; where I D ft 2 RW jt j < 1g
and gWU ! Rn is a quasiconformal mapping of a domain U  Rn such that A  U:
1. Preliminary Information
For the main definitions and notation used in the present paper, see, e.g., [1] (see also [2] and [3]). In what
follows, the expression f WD ! Rn means that a mapping f defined in a domain D is continuous and preserves
orientation, d.A/ denotes the Euclidean diameter of a set A  Rn; n is the volume of the unit ball Bn in Rn;
i.x; f / is the local topological index of an open discrete mapping f at a point x; and, for a set E  D and
point y 2 Rn; we put
N.y; f;E/ WD card fx 2 EWf .x/ D yg and N.f;E/ D sup
y2Rn
N.y; f;E/:
A domain G  D such that G  D is called the normal domain of a mapping f if @f .G/ D f .@G/: Let
f WD ! Rn be an open discrete mapping and let C be a subset of the domain D such that C  D: For y 2 Rn;
we define (see, e.g., Sec. 3.6 in [5])
M .y; f; C / WD
X
x 2f  1.y/\C
i.x; f /
and
M .f; C / D sup
y 2Rn
M .y; f; C / :
Recall that f WD ! Rn is called a mapping with bounded distortion if the following conditions are satisfied
(see, e.g., [4], Chap. I, Sec. 3):
(i) the mapping f belongs to W 1;nloc I
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(ii) the Jacobian J.x; f / of the mapping f at a point x 2 D preserves its sign almost everywhere in the
domain DI
(iii) kf 0.x/kn  KjJ.x; f /j for almost all x 2 D and a certain constant K <1; where
kf 0.x/k WD sup
h2RnW jhjD1
jf 0.x/hj:
If the mapping f WD ! Rn in the above definition is a homeomorphism, the we say that the mapping f
is quasiconformal (see [4], Chap. I, Sec. 3). A neighborhood of a set A  Rn is an arbitrary set B such that
A  IntB; where IntB denotes the collection of all interior points of the set B: A set A  Rn is called a
quasiconformal p-ball if there exist a neighborhood U of the set A and a quasiconformal mapping g of the
set U such that g.A/ D Bp; where Bp D ¶y D .y1; : : : ; yp/ 2 RpW jyj < 1· : If p D 1; then the set A is
called a quasiconformal arc (see Sec. 3.21 in [5]). In other words, a quasiconformal arc is a set quasiconformally
equivalent to an open interval on the real line.
Let f WD ! Rn be an arbitrary mapping. For the next notion, see, e.g., Sec. 4.2 in [6]. An isolated point
x0 of the boundary @D is called an essentially singular point of the mapping f WD ! Rn if there exists neither
a finite nor an infinite limit of f as x ! x0: Note that if the point x0 belongs to the domain D and we
consider a mapping of the form f WD n fx0g ! Rn; then the point x0 is an isolated point of the boundary of the
domain Dnfx0g by definition. In this case, for the point x0 considered here and in what follows, we simply write
“essentially singular point” instead of “isolated essentially singular point” if this does not lead to misunderstanding.
In the fundamental work [5], the following proposition was proved (see Theorem 3.22):
Proposition 1. Let b belong to D; where D is a domain in R3 and b is an essentially singular point
of a mapping f WD n fbg ! R3 with bounded distortion. Then, for any point y0 2 R3 n f .D n fbg/ and
neighborhood V of the point y0; the set W WD V \ f .Bf / cannot be contained in a quasiconformal arc.
In the modern theory of functions, more and more attention is given to mappings with finite distortions of
length, area, volume, etc. In the present paper, we consider the extension the aforementioned result to more
general classes of mappings, namely, to mappings with finite length distortion (see, e.g., Sec. 4 in [2]). A mapping
f WD ! Rn is called a mapping with finite metric distortion if it possesses the Luzin .N /-property and distorts
the Euclidean distance between points by a finite factor almost everywhere. Here and in what follows, a curve 
is understood as a continuous mapping of a segment Œa; b (or an interval of the form .a; b/; Œa; b/; or .a; b/
into Rn; i.e.,  W Œa; b ! Rn: A family of curves  is understood as a certain collection of curves  2 ;
and f ./ D ff ı  j  2 g : A mapping f WD ! Rn is called a mapping with finite length distortion if f
is a mapping with finite metric distortion, the images of almost all curves  in D are locally rectifiable, f j
possesses the .N /-property with respect to the length measure, and the .N /-property also holds in the inverse
direction for liftings of curves. We set
l
 
f 0.x/
 D inf
h2RnWjhjD1
jf 0.x/hj:
The outer dilatation of a mapping f at a point x is defined as follows:
KO.x; f / D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ:
kf 0.x/kn
jJ.x; f /j if J.x; f / ¤ 0;
1 if f 0.x/ D 0;
1 at the other points.
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The inner dilatation of a mapping f at a point x is defined as follows:
KI .x; f / D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ:
jJ.x; f /j
l .f 0.x//n if J.x; f / ¤ 0;
1 if f 0.x/ D 0;
1 at the other points.
For a mapping f WD ! Rn; we consider the following function:
Q.y; f / WD sup
x2f  1.y/\Rn
KO.x; f / : (1)
If f  1.y/ D ¿; then we set Q.y; f / WD 0 in (1). For the functions KI .x; f / and Q.y; f /; we set
kI;x0.r/ WD
1
!n 1rn 1
Z
jx x0jDr
KI .x; f / dS;
qy0.r/ WD
1
!n 1rn 1
Z
jy y0jDr
Q.y; f / dS;
(2)
where dS is an element of the area of the surface S and !n 1 denotes the area of the sphere Sn 1 D fy 2
RnW jyj D 1g in Rn: The main result of the present paper is the following statement:
Proposition 2. Let b belong to D  R3 .n D 3/; let f WD n fbg ! R3 be an open discrete map-
ping with finite length distortion, let b be an essentially singular point of the mapping f; and let y0 belong to
R3 n f .D n fbg/: Suppose that there exists r.y0/ > 0 such that, for any z0 2 B .y0; r.y0// n fy0g and certain
ı.b/ > 0 and .z0/ > 0; the functions kI; b.r/ and qy0.r/ defined by (2) satisfy the following conditions:
ı.b/Z
0
dt
tk
1=2
I; b
.t/
D1;
.z0/Z
0
dt
tq
1=2
z0 .t/
D1 :
Then, for an arbitrary neighborhood V of the point y0; the set W WD f .Bf / \ V cannot be contained in any
quasiconformal arc.
2. Main Lemma
Assume that .r; '; z/ are cylindrical coordinates in Rn; r  0; ' 2 R1 .mod 2/; x1 D r cos'; x2 D
r sin'; and .x3; : : : ; xn/ D z: For each k 2 N; we define a mapping gk WRn ! Rn; which is called a torsion,
according to the following rule (see Sec. 3 in [5]):
gk.r; '; z/ D .r; k'; z/: (3)
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For k > 0; the mapping gk is a mapping with bounded distortion, and, furthermore (see Sec. 3 in [5]),
KI .gk/ D ess sup
x2Rn
KI .x; gk/ D k
and
KO.gk/ D ess sup
x2Rn
KO.x; gk/ D kn 1:
A continuous mapping sWA ! Rn is called a section of a mapping f WD ! Rn on a set A  f .D/ if
.f ı s/.x/ D x for all x 2 A: A Borel function WRn ! Œ0;1 is called admissible for a family  of curves
 in Rn if Z

.x/jdxj  1
for all curves  2 : In this case, we write  2 adm: The quantity
M./ D inf
2 adm
Z
D
n.x/dm.x/
is called the modulus of the family of curves  (see, e.g., Sec. 6 in [7]).
Lemma 1. Let f WD n fbg ! R3 be an open discrete mapping with finite length distortion, let b be an
essentially singular point of the mapping f; and let a point y0 belong to R3 n f .D n fbg/ : Suppose that, for a
certain "0 < dist .b; @D/ ; a certain Borel function  0.t/W .0;1/! .0;1/ satisfying the condition
I."; "0/ WD
"0Z
"
 0.t/dt <1 8 " 2 .0; "0/; (4)
and "! 0; the following relation is true:
Z
"<jx bj<"0
KI .x; f /   n0 .jx   bj/dm.x/ D o
 
In."; "0/

: (5)
Assume that there exists r.y0/ > 0 such that, for any z0 2 B
 
y0; r.y0/
 n y0; a certain "1; a certain Borel
function  1.t/W .0;1/ ! .0;1/ satisfying condition (4) with  0.t/ and "0 replaced by  1.t/ and "1; and
"! 0; the following relation is true:
Z
"<jy z0j<"1
Q.y; f /   31 .jy   z0j/ dm.y/ D o
 
I 31 ."; "1/

; (6)
where
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I1."; "0/ D
"1Z
"
 1.t/dt
and the function Q.y; f / is defined by (1).
Then, for an arbitrary neighborhood V of the point y0; the set W WD V \ f .Bf / cannot be contained in a
quasiconformal arc, i.e., the set W D V \ f .Bf / cannot be contained in a set quasiconformally equivalent to an
open interval on the line.
Proof. For convenience, we split the proof into several steps.
Step 1. Preliminary remarks. Note that the proof will be carried out by contradiction. We use an approach
from [5] (see Theorem 3.22); see also [8]. Without loss of generality, we can assume that b D 0 D y0: Assume
the contrary, namely, let the set W D V \f .Bf / be contained in a quasiconformal arc for a certain neighborhood
V of the point 0: We can assume that V  B .y0; r.y0// D B.0; r.0// and
W D V \ f .Bf /  Z D fx D .x1; x2; x3/ 2 R3W x1 D x2 D 0g:
We fix r0 > 0; r0 < "0; such that B.r0/  D and U0 D B.r0/ n f0g and set g WD f jU0 : Applying Lemma 4
from [1] to the mapping f and taking into account that 0 … f .D n f0g/ ; we conclude that there exists r 0 ¤ 0
such that r 0e3 2 g.Bg/; where e3 D .0; 0; 1/; B.jr 0j/  V; and
B .jr 0j/ \ f .S.r0// D ¿: (7)
We can assume that r 0 > 0:
Step 2. Transition from the original mapping f to a composition of a certain homeomorphism h and a
certain “torsion” gk : We choose x0 2 g 1 .r 0e3/ \ Bg : By definition, x0 2 U0: According to Lemma 3.20
in [5], for a certain neighborhood of the point x0 and a certain homeomorphism h we have f D gk ı h; where
k D i.x0; f / [see relation (3)]. Let ˇW .0; r 0! R3 be the curve ˇ.t/ D te3: According to Lemma 3.12 in [5],
there exists a maximal lifting ˛W .ı; r 0! D with the end at the point x0: Due to the same lemma (Lemma 3.12
in [5]) and relation (7), we have ˛.t/! 0 as t ! ı:
Step 3. Regardless of the operations carried out in the previous two steps, we introduce a spherical covering
in the sense of Zorich, i.e., special sets lying on the surface of a certain sphere. For fixed 0 < r < r 0   ı and
0 < '  ; we consider the sets
G.r; '/ D fy D .y1; y2; y3/ 2 R3W jy   ıe3j D r; y3 > ı C r cos'g : (8)
The sets G.r; '/ defined by (8) form a part of the sphere S.ıe3; r/ that is symmetric with respect to the segment
fr 2 R3W r D r.s/ D .0; 0; s C ı/; s 2 .0; r/g:
Step 4. Here, we use the representation of the mapping f as the composition of two mappings indicated
in Step 2, introduce a set E associated with the spherical coverings defined in the previous step, and define a
quantity 'r : Let G .r; '/ be an ˛.ı C r/-connected component of the set g 1 .G.r; '// : Note that, by virtue
of the representation f D gk ıh; k D i.x0; f /; the set G.r; '/ is h-equivalent to the set G .r; '/ for small ';
and f .G .r; '// D .gk ı h/ .G .r; '// D G.r; '/: Let 'r be the least upper bound of the aforementioned
numbers ' 2 .0; : Denote E D ¶r 2 .0; r 0   ı/W 0 2 G .r; 'r/·:
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Step 5. Proof of the fact that the linear Lebesgue measure mes1.E/ is equal to zero, mes1.E/ D 0: Assume
that 0 belongs to G .r; 'r/ for a certain r: Then, there exists a sequence xk 2 G .r; 'r/ such that xk ! 0 as
k !1: We denote gr D gjG .r;'r /: Without loss of generality, we can assume that h.xk/! yr 2 G.r; 'r/ as
k !1: Note that the mapping h 1r is a section of the mapping h on the set G.r; '/; and the set C
 
h 1r ; yr

is a continuum containing the point x0 D 0 and, possibly, points of the boundary of U0: However, according
to relation (7), we have C
 
h 1r ; yr
 D f0g; i.e., h 1r .y/ ! 0 as y ! yr : Let .r/ be a family of open
curves r.s/W .0; 1/! R3 that connect ˇ.r C ı/ and yr in G.r; '/; i.e., r.0/ D yr ; r.1/ D ˇ.r C ı/; and
r.s/ 2 G.r; '/ for s 2 .0; 1/: We set  .r/ D h 1r ..r// : Then, according to the arguments presented above,
each curve  r .s/W .0; 1/! U0 of the family  .r/ is such that  r .s/! 0 as s ! 0: Denote
  D
[
rW02G .r/
 .r/ :
According to Lemma 3.20 in [5] and by the construction of the mapping gk defined by (3), for every t 2 .ı; r 0;
in a certain neighborhood of each point ˛.t/ we have f D gk ı h; k D i.x0; f /: According to Theorem 6.10 in
[2], we get
M.f .// 
Z
D
KI .x; f /  3.x/ dm.x/ (9)
for an arbitrary family of curves  in D n fbg and  2 adm: Then, according to Lemma 1 in [1] (see also
Lemma 5.1 in [3]), we get M .f . // D 0: However,
M
 
f . /
 DM  .gk ı h/     .1=k2/M  h   
by virtue of the fact KO.gk/ D k2 [see Sec. 3.19 in [5] and the arguments presented after relation (3)]. Hence,
M .h. // D 0: On the other hand, according to Sec. 10.2 in [7], we have
0 DM  h     b Z
E
dr
r
; (10)
where b is a certain constant. Relation (10) implies that mes1.E/ D 0; which was to be proved.
Step 6. On the basis of the result of Step 5, we can conclude that 'r D  for almost all r: Let r belong to
.0; r 0   ı/ nE: Then, according to Lemma 2.2 in [5], the mapping h maps the set G .r; 'r/ homeomorphically
onto the set G.r; 'r/: Moreover, according to Remark 1 in [8, c. 422] (see also Corollary 3.8 in [5]), the mapping
h is injective in a certain neighborhood of the set G .r; 'r/: According to the definition of the angle 'r ; this is
possible only if 'r D : Consequently, for every r 2 .0; r 0   ı/ nE; the set G .r; 'r/ D G .r; / is a surface
in U0 that is topologically equivalent to the sphere S.ıe3; r/; and the mapping f is topologically equivalent to
the mapping gk on S.ıe3; r/:
Step 7. On the basis of the result of Step 6, we construct here a sequence that consists of “convenient” ri
and converges to zero, and, on its basis, we introduce sets Di : Namely, based on the arguments presented above,
we choose a sequence r1 > r2 > : : : such that r1 < ı for ı > 0; r1 < "1; ri 2 .0; r 0   ı/ n E; and
ri ! 0 as i !1: Let Di be a bounded connected component of the set R3 nG 
 
ri ; 'ri

: Then, by definition,
Di  B.r0/; and each curve that connects the elements 0 and x0 intersects @Di at at least one point.
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Step 8. Passing to a subsequence, we can reduce the subsequent reasoning to one of the following possible
cases:
(i) 0 2 DiC1  Di for all i 2 NI
(ii) x0 2 DiC1  Di for all i 2 N:
Step 9. We consider here the case where 0 2 DiC1  Di for all i 2 N: Using modular estimates for families
of curves that connect the facings of the boundaries of Di ; we obtain a result on the elimination of the singularity
of the mapping f at the point b D 0; which contradicts the initial assumption.
Step 9.1. Proof of the fact that the set Ai D Di nDiC1 is a normal domain. Since the mapping f is open,
we have @f .Ai /  f .@Ai /: Assume that the set Ai is not a normal domain. Then, by virtue of the arguments
presented above, we have
Ai \ f  1 .f .@Ai // ¤ ¿:
Let Q be an arbitrary connected component of the set Ai \ f  1 .f .@Ai // : According to Lemma 3.7 in [5],
there exists a neighborhood U of the boundary @Ai such that M .f; U / D k: This implies that U \Q D ¿
because otherwise we get M .f; U / > k: Consequently, the set Q lies in a certain compact set inside Ai and,
hence, is a compact set itself. According to Sec. 7.5 in [9, p. 148], we get f .Q/ D Sj D S.ıe3; rj /; where either
j D i or j D i C 1:
Step 9.1.1. Case ı D 0: Let jˇ W .0; rj ! R3 be the curve jˇ .t/ D te3: According to Lemma 3.12 in [5], the
curve jˇ .t/ has a maximal lifting j˛ W .cj ; rj ! D with the end at a certain point x1 2 Q: Moreover, j˛ .t/! 0
as t ! cj : Consequently, there exists t0 2 .cj ; rj / such that j˛ .t0/ 2 @DiC1: Let j D iC1: Then ˇiC1.t0/ D
t0e3: However, at the same time, we have ˇiC1.t0/ D riC1e3: Hence, t0 D riC1; which is impossible because
t0 < riC1: Let j D i: Then, by analogy, we get t0 D riC1: By virtue of the representation f D gk ı h; the
point ˛i .t0/ is the unique point of the set @DiC1\f  1 .riC1e3/ : Then the curves ˛i jŒriC1;ri  and ˛jŒriC1;ri  are
liftings of the curve ˇjŒriC1;ri  with the beginning at the point ˛.riC1/; and, moreover, i .˛.t/; f / D k D const:
Using Lemma 3.12 from [5], we get ˛i .t/ D ˛.t/ on ŒriC1; ri ; which is impossible because ˛i .ri / D x1 2 Q 2
Ai and ˛.ri / 2 @Ai :
Step 9.1.2. Case ı > 0: Let ˇ 0j W
 
0; ı   rj
 ! R3 be the curve ˇ 0j .t/ D te3: We choose a maximal lifting
˛ 0j W

c 0j ; ı   rj
i
! D of the curve ˇ 0j with the end at a certain point of the set Q: Note that, in this case,
˛ 0j .t/! 0 as t ! c 0j ; and, therefore, there exists a point t 00 2

c 0j ; ı   rj

such that ˛ 0j .t 00/ 2 @DiC1: It is easy
to see that this is impossible for both i D j and i D j C 1: Therefore, Ai D Di nDiC1 is a normal domain.
Then Bi D D1 nDi is also a normal domain.
Step 9.2. Introduction of a special family of curves and application of modular inequalities. Let i be a
family of curves that connect the boundary components of the set Bi inside Bi : Using Lemma 3.9 from [5], we
obtain N .f;Bi / D N .f; @Bi / D k: Note that the point ıe3 belongs to B.0; r.0// because, by virtue of the
choice of r 0; we have B.r 0/  V  B.0; r.0// and, moreover (see Lemma 5.9 from [10]),
M.i / 
 
b3
.d.Di //
3
m.D1/
!1=2
:
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By virtue of Theorem 6.1 in [2], we have
M./ 
Z
f .E/
KI
 
y; f  1; E

3.y/dm.y/;
where
KI
 
y; f  1; E
 WD X
x2E\f  1.y/
KO.x; f /:
Then, for an arbitrary function  2 admf .i /; we get
 
b3
.d.Di //
3
m.D1/
!1=2
M.i /  k
Z
ri<jy z0j<"1
Q.y; f /  3.y/ dm.y/: (11)
Consider the function
z.y/ D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
 1 .jy   ıe3j/ =I1 .ri ; r1/ ; y 2 fri < jy   ıe3j < r1g;
0; y 2 R3 n fri < jy   ıe3j < r1g;
where
I1.a; b/ WD
bZ
a
 1.t/ dt:
Note that z belongs to admf .i / because, according to Theorem 5.7 from [7],
Z

z.y/ jdxj  1
I .ri ; r1/
r1Z
ri
 1.t/ dt D 1:
Then relations (6) and (11) yield
 
b3
.d.Di //
3
m.D1/
!1=2
 F.ri /! 0 as i !1:
Hence, f .D1 n f0g/  B .ıe3; r1/ : On the other hand, by assumption, b D 0 is an essentially singular point
of the mapping f; and, therefore, C.f; 0/ D R3 (see Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 6.4 in [3]). The contradiction
obtained completes the consideration of case (i).
Step 10. The analysis of the case where x0 2 DiC1  Di for all i 2 N is analogous to the analysis carried
out in the previous step. Let x0 2 DiC1  Di for all i 2 N: By analogy with the arguments presented above, we
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establish that Bi D Di nD1 is a normal domain. For a family of curves i that connect the boundary components
of the set Bi inside Bi ; we have
 
b3
.d.D1//
3
m.U0/
!1=2
M.i /  k
Z
ri<jy z0j<r1
Q.y; f /3.y/ dm.y/ WD G.ri /
for an arbitrary function  2 admf .i /: According to the arguments presented above, G.ri /! 0 as i !1;
which is impossible. The contradiction obtained proves Lemma 1.
Remark 1. Apparently, an equality of the type (9) was established for the first time by Lehto and Virtanen
in [11] (Chap. V, Sec. 6.3) for quasiconformal mappings on the plane and by Strugov [12] for mappings quasicon-
formal in the mean in the space. Bishop, Gutlyanskii, Martio, and Vuorinen [13] established inequality (9) for
quasiconformal mappings in the space (see also [14], where similar inequalities were also studied). In particular,
every mapping with bounded distortion satisfies the so-called Poletskii inequality M.f .//  K 0M./ for an
arbitrary family  of curves  in the domain D; where K 0 <1 is a certain constant (see Theorem 1 in Sec. 4
of [15]), which corresponds to the case where KI .x; f /  K 0 almost everywhere in (9).
3. Corollaries
This section is devoted to finding specific conditions under which relations of the form (4)–(6) are satis-
fied. The motivation for the introduction of the next definition is the localization of the space of BMO-functions
(functions of bounded mean oscillation) according to John and Nirenberg (see, e.g., [16]). According to [17], we
introduce the following definition: We say that a function 'WD ! R; ' 2 L1loc.D/; has a finite mean oscillation
at a point x0 2 D; i.e., ' 2 FMO .x0/; if
lim sup
"!0
1
n"n
Z
B.x0; "/
j'.x/   '"j dm.x/ <1;
where
'" D
1
n"n
Z
B.x0; "/
'.x/ dm.x/:
Lemma 2. Suppose that D  Rn; n  2; H WD ! Œ0;1 is a Lebesgue measurable function, x0 belongs
to D; and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) H belongs to FMO.x0/I
(ii) hx0.r/ D O
 
log
1
r
n 1!
as r ! 0I
(iii) for a certain ı.x0/ > 0; ı.x0/ < dist .x0; @D/; and an arbitrary " 2 .0; ı.x0//; one has
ı.x0/Z
"
dt
th
1=.n 1/
x0 .r/
<1 and
ı.x0/Z
0
dt
th
1=.n 1/
x0 .r/
D1;
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where
hx0.r/ WD
1
!n 1rn 1
Z
jx x0jDr
H.x/ dS:
Then there exist "0 2 .0; 1/ and  .t/ > 0 such that
0 < I."; "0/ WD
"0Z
"
 .t/dt <1;
and, furthermore, for "! 0; one has
Z
"<jx x0j<"0
H.x/ n.jx   x0j/ dm.x/ D o
 
In."; "0/

:
Proof. We can assume that x0 D 0: In the case where H 2 FMO; the statement of Lemma 2 coincides
with the conclusion of Corollary 2.3 in [17]: for a certain "0 > 0; the condition H 2 FMO.0/ yields
Z
"<jxj<"0
H.x/ n.jxj/ dm.x/ D O

log log
1
"

;
where
 .t/ D 1
t log .1=t/
and I."; "0/ D
"0Z
"
 .t/ dt D log log .1="/
log .1="0/
:
Let
hx0.r/ D O
 
log
1
r
n 1!
as r ! 0:
We fix "0 < 1 and
 .t/ WD 1
t log .1=t/
:
Note that
Z
"<jxj<"0
H.x/dm.x/
.jxj log .1=jxj//n D
"0Z
"
0B@ Z
jxjDr
H.x/dm.x/
.jxj log .1=jxj//ndS
1CA dr  C!n 1I."; "0/;
where, as before,
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I."; "0/ WD
"0Z
"
 .t/ dt
and C > 0 is a certain constant.
Thus, case (ii) is considered. It remains to consider case (iii). For every fixed "0 < ı.x0/ and an arbitrary
" < "0; we consider the function
I."; "0/ D
"0Z
"
 .t/ dt;
where
 .t/ D
8ˆ<ˆ
:
1=Œth
1=.n 1/
0 .r/; t 2 ."; "0/;
0; t … ."; "0/;
h0.r/ D hx0.r/; and x0 WD 0: Since I."; "0/ ! 1 as " ! 0; we can assume that I."; "0/ > 0 8."; "0/:
A simple calculation shows that
Z
"<jxj<"0
H.x/   n.jxj/ dm.x/ D !n 1  I."; "0/
and I."; "0/ D o .In."; "0// :
Lemma 2 is proved.
Remark 2. For the functions kI; b.r/ and qy0.r/ defined by (2), we have
ı1Z
"
dt
tkI; b.t/
<1 and
ı2Z

dt
tqz0.t/
<1
for every fixed ı1; ı2 2 .0; 1/; " 2 .0; ı1/; and  2 .0; ı2/: Indeed, as is known, KI .x; f / and Q.y; f / are
not less than 1 (see [4], Chap. I, Sec. 2.1). Therefore, kI; b.r/  1 and qy0.r/  1 for almost all r > 0: This
implies that the above integrals are finite.
Theorem 1. Let f WD n fbg ! R3 be an open discrete mapping with finite length distortion, let b be an
essentially singular point of the mapping f; and let y0 belong to R3 n f .D n fbg/ : Suppose that KI .x; f /
satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i) KI .x; f / 2 FMO.b/I
(ii) kI; b.r/ D O
 
log
1
r
2!
as r ! 0I
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(iii) for a certain ı.b/ > 0; ı.b/ < dist .b; @D/; one has
ı.b/Z
0
dt
tk
1=2
I; b
.t/
D1;
where kI; b.t/ is defined by (2).
Assume that there exists r.y0/ > 0 such that, for all z0 2 B .y0; r.y0//nfy0g; the quantity Q.y; f / defined
by (1) satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i/ Q.y; f / 2 FMO.z0/I
(ii/ qz0.r/ D O
 
log
1
r
2!
as r ! 0I
(iii/ for a certain .z0/ > 0; .z0/ < dist .z0; @D/; one has
.z0/Z
0
dt
tq
1=2
z0 .t/
D1;
where qz0.t/ is defined by (2).
Then, for an arbitrary neighborhood V of the point y0; the set W WD V \ f .Bf / cannot be contained in
any set quasiconformally equivalent to an open interval on the line.
Proof. The required statement readily follows from Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Remark 2.
4. Examples and Remarks
The example below shows that the conditions for KI .x; f / formulated in the previous sections cannot be
replaced by the simpler condition KI .x; f / 2 Lp for any arbitrarily large p > 1:
Theorem 2. For every p > 1; one can find a homeomorphism with finite length distortion f WB3nf0g ! R3
such that KI .x; f / belongs to Lp.B3/; x0 D 0 is an essentially singular point of the mapping f; and the
conclusion of Lemma 1 (Theorem 1) is not true.
Proof. We define a homeomorphism f WB3 n f0g ! R3 as follows:
f .x/ D 1C jxj
˛
jxj x;
where ˛ 2 .0; 3=2p/I we can assume that ˛ < 1: Note that C.f; 0/ D fjyj D 1g; i.e., x0 D 0 is an essentially
singular point of the mapping f; and, furthermore,
KI .x; f / D

1C jxj˛
˛jxj˛
2
 Cjxj2˛ :
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Consequently, KI .x; f / belongs to Lp.B3/ because ˛p < 3: Furthermore, note that f is a locally quasi-
conformal mapping. Therefore, f  1 belongs to W 1;3loc : Hence, f is a mapping with finite length distortion in
B3 n f0g by virtue of Theorem 4.6 in [2]. However, Bf is empty, and, therefore, V \ f .Bf / D ¿ for any point
y0 2 Rn and any neighborhood V that contains the point y0:
Theorem 2 is proved.
The theorem below shows that the condition of the openness of the mapping f in the results of the previous
sections is essential.
Theorem 3. There exists an open discrete mapping with finite length distortion gWR3 n f0g ! R3 such that
KI .x; f /  1; x0 D 0 is its essentially singular point, and the conclusion of Lemma 1 (Theorem 1) is not true.
Proof. Consider the covering of Rn by cubes with unit edges:
Ck1;k2;k3 D
3Y
iD1
Œki ; ki C 1 ; ki 2 Z :
We define the value of the mapping l;m.y/ at a point y 2 Rn as the reflection of the point y with respect to the
hyperplane xl D m 2 Z for m > 0 and with respect to the hyperplane xl D m   1 2 Z for m < 0: Assume
that l;m.y/ D l;0.y/ WD y for m D 0; We set
l W D l;signkl ı : : : l;jkl jsignkl ;
where sign kl is the sign of the number kl and
G0 WD 1 ı 2 ı 3 :
Note that G0.x/ 2 C0;0;0 for any point x 2 Ck1;k2;k3 : The contraction
G1.x/ D
p
3
3
x
maps C0;0;0 into a certain cube A0 that lies entirely in B3: We set
G2 WD G1 ıG0:
Note that the point z0 D 1 is an isolated essentially singular point of the mapping G2; and, moreover,
C.G2;1/ D A0  B3: Then the mapping g WD G2 ıG3; where
G3.x/ D xjxj2 ;
has an isolated essentially singular point x0 D 0; and, moreover, C.g; 0/  B3: It follows from the construction
of the mapping g that the mapping g preserves the length of curves in R3 n f0g; is a mapping with finite
metric distortion, and is discrete and such that KI .g; x/ D 1 and Q.y; f /  g.R3nf0g/; where A0 is the
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characteristic function of the set A0  R3: However, g.Bg/  B3; and, therefore, for an arbitrary neighborhood
V of the point y0 … B3; we have V \ g.Bg/ D ¿:
Theorem 3 is proved.
Remark 3. The conclusion of Lemma 1 (Theorem 1) is true for any open discrete mapping that satisfies
estimates of the form
M.f .// 
Z
D
Q1.x/
3.x/ dm.x/; M./ 
Z
f .E/
Q2.y/
3.y/ dm.y/
for any measurable set E  D; a family of curves  in E;  2 adm;  2 admf ./; and certain Lebesgue
measurable functions Q1WD ! Œ1;1 and Q2Wf .D/ ! Œ1;1I moreover, the functions Q1.x/ and Q2.y/
must satisfy estimates of the form (5) with KI .x; f / and Q.y; f / replaced by Q1.x/ and Q2.y/; respectively.
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